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One of the early entries in Gauss’s Tagebuch-Number 12, dated by Gauss 
“June 5 Gottingen” and clearly stemming from 1796, less than a year after he 
began the Tugebuch-seems to deal with elementary number theory and yet has 
been surprisingly hard to understand. Here is the text: 
Periodorum summa omnibus infra modulum numeris pro elementis sumptis: 
fact gen ((n + 1)a - na)a”-‘. 
The sum of the periods, when as elements are taken all numbers below the modulus, has the 
general factor 
((n + 1)a - na)a”-‘. [Gauss 1917, 4941 
There has been only one serious attempt to interpret this entry, the note written 
by Bachmann for the Werke [Gauss 1917,494-51; later commentators [Eymard and 
Lafon 1956; Biermann et al. 1985; Gray 19841 have all referred their readers to 
Bachmann. I want to suggest a different interpretation, one that (I hope) fits better 
with the specific placement of the entry in the Tagebuch and with the ideas that 
Gauss was likely to be considering at that time. 
Three points stand out at once when we consider the text of the entry. First, the 
abbreviation “fact gen” denotes a “general factor” in a product indexed by 
elements a. Second, the word “period” is not likely to have the meaning that it 
gets in the last section of the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae, where it refers to 
certain subsets of roots of unity (specifically, the orbits under groups of auto- 
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morphisms). It is more likely to have the meaning that it has in the early part of the 
Disquisitiones: when N is a modulus and b an element relatively prime to N, then 
the powers of b (reduced to their least residues modulo N) form a “period.” 
Third, the entry cannot be correct exactly as written, Indeed, not only does the 
stated expression have no particular significance, but it is totally implausible that 
Gauss would have recorded so simple a factor as an in the form [(n + 1)a - 
na]anwl. Thus there must be some miswriting involved. All three of these points 
were of course noticed by Bachmann. He also assumed that the n in the formula 
denotes the power to which the prime a occurs, and we shall see that this is almost 
certainly right. 
Bachmann’s analysis now is as follows. (1) First, from the statement that the 
elements of the sum should be taken as all numbers below the modulus, he 
concludes that Gauss is supposing the modulus N to be prime (as otherwise there 
would be some numbers below N that would not be a part of any period). (2) As N 
is thus taken to be prime, it cannot be the number with factors denoted by an; he 
supposes those to be the factors of N - 1, as there are indeed other familiar 
number-theoretic formulas involving that factorization. (3) He cannot however 
find any actual sum that fits a formula resembling the one given. He then tries 
supposing that “sum of the periods” might mean “sum of the number of terms in 
the periods,” but again this does not yield a suitable formula. (4) Finally then he 
decides to try interpreting “sum of the periods” to mean the total number of 
periods. This in its obvious interpretation also does not work, but he manages to 
think of a more complicated version that will. What he does for this is to take all 
the numbers b from 1 to N - 1, raise each of them to all its powers from b” to bNp2, 
and count how many periods occur in this entire list. Here if a number b has order 
t modulo N, then the period of b is repeated s(b) = (N - 1)/t times in the list, and 
he shows that 
Icb s(b) = II, [(n + 1)a - n]an-I. 
This ingenious interpretation has the merit of yielding a mathematically valid 
result similar to the formula Gauss wrote, but clearly there is nothing at all certain 
about it. (Bachmann would have agreed; he described his suggestion only as 
“wahrscheinlich”.) The most obvious objection is that there is no discernable 
reason why Gauss should have attached significance to the quantity thus com- 
puted. (To be safe, I checked some of the sums and numbers of elements that 
would arise in studying “periods” in the other sense. None of them gave this 
formula.) It is also very hard to believe that Gauss would have used “sum of the 
periods” in such an unusual sense. If we judge (e.g.) by Sections 38 and 358 of the 
Disquisitiones, Gauss would write “multitudo periodorum” for a total number of 
periods. 
Furthermore, there is also an external fact that Bachmann did not explicitly 
take into account: the entry we are considering is actually one of a pair of entries 
in the Tagebuch that were made on the same day. The other one, immediately 
preceding ours, reads as follows: 
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Formula pro summa factorum numeri cuiusvis compositi: 
f  gener (a”+* - l)l(a - 1). 
Formula for the sum of the factors of any composite number: 
general factor (a”+’ - l)/(a - 1). [Gauss 1917, 4941 
There is no doubt of the meaning of this formula, which expresses a result now 
quite familiar. Explicitly, if a number N is written as a product II@ of prime power 
factors, then the sum of all its factors is II(@+l - l)l(a - 1). Thus in this formula 
Gauss certainly did mean the an to be prime power factors. However, they are the 
factors of the basic number N, not of N - 1, and N is not prime. Yet the notation 
in this entry is carried over without change to the following entry that is our 
concern, and thus it is likely that the intended meaning of the notation remains the 
same. Furthermore, it is certainly unlikely that the word “sum” used in its 
straightforward meaning in the first entry should be used in a different and less 
natural sense in the second one. In this light, the steps in Bachmann’s interpreta- 
tion seem less plausible. Moreover, it is at least reasonable to think that the 
second entry might deal with a question related to that involved in the first one, 
and Bachmann’s final version (4) cannot lay claim to any such connection. 
Suppose now we see what meaning we can find for the words if we keep N = 
IIan, which seems to be the clearest guideline we have. As N is not prime, not all 
the elements less than N lie in periods modulo N, and hence the phrase “omnibus 
infra modulum numeris pro elementis sumptis” cannot be meant to include them 
all. But we can easily interpret the phrase to put the emphasis elsewhere: the point 
is not that absolutely all numbers below the modulus are taken as elements, but 
that all the numbers taken as elements of the periods are to be below the modulus. 
Assuming (as we clearly must) that Gauss happened to have periods in mind, we 
can see why he might include such a phrase; his definition of a period in the 
Disquisitiones begins with a sequence of actual powers, then converts them to the 
corresponding residues below N. Thus it is possible that the phrase Gauss used 
might mean just “the sum of all numbers below the modulus that occur as ele- 
ments in periods”. In other words, he might have been studying the sum of all 
numbers less than N that have no factor in common with N. 
There are four things to be said in favor of this interpretation. First, it gives us a 
question that might very naturally arise together with finding the sum of the 
divisors of N. Second, it gives a question that can in fact be answered by equally 
elementary methods. (See Dickson [1919/1966 I, 1401, who finds the answer first 
appearing in print in 1845.) Third, it allows us to suppose that the meanings of n 
and a and “sum” are the same here as in the previous entry. And best of all, it 
turns out that the sum of all numbers less than N that have no factor in common 
with N is 
(1/2)Ncp(N) = (1/2)(IkP)II(a - I)@-’ = (1/2)l-@“+’ - an)an-‘, 
which is remarkably close to what Gauss actually wrote. 
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